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'J.'his paper' ma;inty desCJnbes l,ikel,y deveZopments in tpans
Tasman shipping sBPv"icBS in the near' futul"e. Re.f'eY'enae is

made to the c'Ul'pent doumtum in car>go volumes, paY't'icu7,ar>1.y

ex New ZeaLand and the LikeLihood of onLy BLow gpowth
undep the pecentLy signed AustpaLia Ne» zeaLand aOBeP
Economie Rel,at·ions Agroeement.
The Union Steam Ship Company is the p.,.c-ncipal. shipping ope...,.atoY'

on the tr>ade having expeY'ienced st1"ong competition ,fl"om MaPitime
CameY's Limited betltJeen 1977 and 1982. Compet'itive sBPvia.BS ape

expected to be ppovided by the AUBtpaLian and Ne» ZeaLand
GovBrwneni; oumed lines in eal"ty/mid 1983 at a time bJhen the

Union Company is l.aying up

numel"OU8

ships.

Consequently the

tPade iB about to become substantiaLLy oveptonnaged.
Shipping seT'v"iaes a1"'B expe(Jted to al.ter' signif'ieantty in the near>
futuf'e in te1'11l8 of avaiLabl.e tonnage, ship types and p01"ts

of caLL.

The Lattep wiLL be affected by the expected peLaxation

of' NeuJ zea'Land 'Y'oad tpanspopt distance pestr>i~tions in 1984. When
~a"'go gP01JJth does eventuate it is e:cpe~ted that e~onorrrie8 of
8~a'Le, papti~uZ.ap'Ly in ter'm:inal, opepations, UJi'L'L be pe:f'leated in

the LeveL of' lpeight Pates.
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TRANS TASMAN SHIPPING SERVICES
DJ. BURTT

INTRODUCTION
This paper attempts to provide a perspective of trans Tasman
shipping services by briefly discussing trade developments, noting the
services currently offered, and finally discussing some of the shi
developments that could occur, including the affects of the Austr
New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Agreement (C . E R).
I should add that the Company I am employed by, Union Shipping
Group, has a vested interest in the trade but I will, nevertheless,
attempt to be as objective as possible .
TRADE
Trade between Australia and New Zealand was given a stimulus in
1966 with the introduction of the New Zealand Australia Free Trade
Agr'eement (NA.F LA . ).. The reduction in tariff barriers was
in the earlY years but by the mid-1970's there were few commodities
could be added to the duty-free list without opposition from either
Australian or New Zealand interests (see Burtt (1979, p.14))
In 1978

the first steps were taken towards a more comprehensive free trade
arrangement culminating in the C.. ER Agreement to be implemented on
1 January 1983. This involves the gradual phasing out of duty and
controls on total trade between Australia and New Zealand with only a
few commodity exceptions . The process is designed to be gradual to al
time for industries in both countries to take steps to expand or
and for this reason and the fact that both economies are in a
recessionary phase it is unlikelY that there will be substantial growth

in trade between the two countries over the next two or three years.
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As shown in Table I liner cargoes have fluctuated considerabl
between the year ended June I977 and forecast for the year ended
y
June I983" There was a strong downturn in 1978 and a similarly stron9
downturn, of about 12% is forecast for I983. In the interim years
growth averaged 7% per annum but between 1977 and forecast for 1983
there will have been almost nil growth .
The downturn in June I983 cargoes began in the early part of
that year with the main commodities involved being timber shipments
ex New Zealand and motor vehicle shipments ex Australia .
Both the New Zealand and Australian economies are currently
depressed and there are few signs that an upturn is likely before the
end of the 1983 calendar year. Cargo movements are related to the state
of the economies and as a consequence the relatively low level of
trans Tasman cargoes is expected to continue through into the 1984
trading year .
SHIPPING SERVICES
The Union Steam Ship Company has, since the turn of the century,
been the principal carrier on the trans Tasman trade, but, as shown in
Bureau of Transport Economics, Australia, Ministry of Transport,
New Zealand (1980) and in Table I, its share of total liner cargo has
been declining during the last 10 years. In the mid/late-1970's two
of the major shippers, Tasman Pulp and Paper Company and Broken Hill
Proprietory Company, decided to ship most of their cargo in their own
vessels generally ballasting on the return leg.. The value of independence,
choice of ports served, quicker turnaround, etc . was apparently sufficient

to warTant use of their own vessels .
An additional liner service was introduced to the trade in 1977
by Maritime Carri ers Limited ini ti ally wi th one vessel but expanded to
a three vessel operation, including the 300 container capacitY vessel
TOTARA, in 1981. The other two smaller vessels were conventional vessels
designed to carry both containers and bulk cargoes" All three ships
berthed at conventional wharfs employing casual labour, compar'ed with
Union Company ships which berth at roll-on/roll-off terminals where
permanent labour is employed. In late 1982, due mainly to the downturn
in trans Tasman cargoes, Maritime Carriers was forced to initially lay up
one vessel and then withdraw its services completelY, with the
Union Company taking over the lease of TOTARA ..
There are also two cross trading operators, the Australian National
Line (A.NL) and the Shipping Corporation of New Zealand (S.C . N.Z.),
providing a limited and less regular service, mainly from Australia to
New Zealand, as part of their round-the-world service .
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Additional competition is also provided QY the airlines but they
cater mostlY for high value and perishable corrmodities which are able to
bear the higher fr'eight rates involved
At the time of writing (late 19B2) the Union Company was
operating four roll-on/roll-off vessels plus two conventional vessels
in the trade. One roll-on/roll-off vessel (MARAMA), one cellular
vessel (TOTARA) and one conventional vessel (NGAKUTA) were laid up and
furthermore the two smaller former Maritime Carriers vessels were also
out of work.. Current forecasts indicate that additional vessels are
likely to be laid up in early 1983.
For the most recent year available, the year ended June 1982,
market shares of liner cargo are estimated at 88% Union Company,
10% Maritime Carriers and 2% for cross tradi ng (A,.N.L) vessel s,
Union Company's share is expected to increase slightly during the 19B3
trading year due to the withdrawal of Maritime Carriers but this does
not take into account the anticipated entry of the national shipping
lines at some time during 1983,
With Tasman Pulp and Paper Company and B.H.P. cargoes included
it is estimated that for the year ended June 1982 the Union CompanY
share reduces to 72%, the Maritime Carriers share to 8% and ANL's
share to 2%,
COST ASPECTS AND THE EFFECTS OF COMPETITION
The advent of Maritime Carriers competition and the expected
entry of the national shipping lines has resulted in the stabilisation
of some frei ght rates

It is worth noting that even though freight rates across the
Tasman are often referr'ed to as comparatively high l1j , Mar'itime Carriers

still unable to sustain a viable operation and incurred losses
of many millions of dollars befor'e they withdrew .

Some of the difficulties involved in making meaningful comparisons
of freight rates by trade should be noted:
Differences in journey coverage (wharfgate to wharfgate, door to
door, etc . ).,

Bureau of Transport Economics, Australia, Ministry of Transport,
New Zealand (l980), p.. 33 .
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2"

Possible inclusion of other services (consolidation,
doculOOntation, etc,,);

3.

Possible sampling bias (since shippers experiencing favourable
rates will be more reluctant to divulge details); and

4.

Di fferences in the ti mi ng of increases.

Furthermore increases approved by national bodies, such as the
New Zealand Department of Trade and Industry or the Australian Shippers
Council exceed average effective rates actually applied. This is
particularly so in the difficult economic climate that currently exists.
The most objective means would be to either:
I.

Compar'e the total cost of a shipping service with the related

cargo moved, or
2..

Sample on a very large scale

Even if either of these methods were successful there are also
quality of service features (frequency, r'eliability, etc) to include
which will vary by trade
This is not to say that freight rate comparisons cannot and
should not be made but simplY that they must be treated with caution

Competitive pressures have caused the Union Company to re-examine
in greater depth than usual, the overall cost structure of its operations
Only some of the knowledge gained can be repeated here because of its
commercially sensitive nature. Most emphasis is placed on scheduling
alternatives since this is an area of potentially substantial savings.
A comment sometimes made is that the Union Company should
reduce the number of ports of call, particularly in New Zealand where
seven ports are directly served (compared with two in Australia) .
From a broad viewpoint the wider coverage of New Zealand ports
is not surprising given the higher costs of internal, particularly rail,
transport in New Zealand compared with Australia. From 1984 onwards,
however, circumstances may be different since the distance Y'estriction on
road transport competition is likely to be lifted (see New Zealand
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nistry of Transport (l982)) and the end result should be an improvement
n New Zealandls internal transport services.
On a more detailed basis the costs of calling at an additional
depend partly on the alternative use of the vessel(s) involved"
is, if there is no alternative use then fixed costs such as
ation and interest charges can be ignored and the cost of making
calls becomes only the variable costs involved" If on the other
hand there is an alternative use then the costs of making such calls
should include these fixed costs"
The question of whether the vessel(s) have an alternative use
is complex and requires recourse to some history. In the early 1970's
trans Tasman vessels, including MAHENO and MARAMA, were on two-weekly
cycles but they were smaller than the vessels currently on the trade and
stevedoring could be completed in the time available." Since then, to
achi eve greater economies, 1ar ger shi ps were employed and it is not now
possible to profitably schedule ships on two-weekly cycles"" The critical
question therefore becomes whether it is both possible and desirable to
schedule ships on, say, 16- or 18-day cycles rather than three-weekly
cycles
The necessity to integrate coastal and trans Tasman operations
at New Zealand and Australian terminals has made other than weekly
incremental cycles impossible"" Furthermore shippers generally prefer
ship calls on the same daY each week to assist in planning production and
organising sales so that on both counts weekly incremental cycles become
preferable
Therefore if not two-weekly then three-weekly cycles ar"e
necessary" Nevertheless this remains a key aspect of the efficiency of
Union Company's operations, and is discussed again later in this paper.
For the purpose of analysing the economics of additional port calls
the above comments indicate that the shl·~S do not have an alternative use,
except for New Zealand coastal services ), and so fixed costs need not

necessarily be covered
This approach is consistent with that used in Bureau of Transport
Economics (1982b)p.70) where it was noted that additional calls on a
regular basis should include ship fixed costs. However the schedules
involved, being lIaround the world ll , were continuous so any spare time
could be profitably used by bringing forward the timing of the next voyage
This is the key difference with the shorter haul trans Tasman service where
Spare time cannot be as profitably used"

1

Australian maritime requirements do not allow trans Tasman vessels
manned by New Zealanders to carry Australian coastal cargoes"
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Bureau of Tr'ansport Economics, Australia, Ministry of
New Zealand (1980) examined the economics of trans Tasman calls at
Brisbane and Adelaide concluding that as a general rule such calls were
not viable, In the case of New Zealand port calls some uP-to-date
information can be used to draw specific conclusions"
If trans Tasman vessels were calling at ~Jellington and Lyttelton
(near Christchurch) then to add regular calls(it, saY, Dunedin and
involves mainly additional fuel and stevedor~ ) costs. From
ton
to Ounedin and r~turn involves about NZ$l1,OOO Of additional
plus
extra stevedor~ costs of about NZ$30~)per 150(2) compared with inland
transport costs of NZ$600 to NZ$800(
per ISO
The br~akeven cargo
volume is therefor~ between 22 and 37 ISO's per call which, when compar'ed
with current Ounedin cargo movements averaging 60 lSD's per three-weekly
call (by two vessels), indicates that direct calls are viable"

Similarly in the case of calls at Nelson
cost is about NZ$1,200(4) per call compared with
(from Lyttelton) of NZ$1,000 to NZ$1,100 per ISO
two or three ISO's ar~ necessary for calls to be

the additional fuel
inland transport costs
indicating that only
viable. There are, of

course, other minor costs which when spy'ead over a small cargo volume
become more significant raising the breakeven cargo volume" Nevertheless
current cargo movements through Nelson far exceed these breakeven figures
indicating that dir~ct calls are viable
These comments are based on the use of marginal cost pricing
which although appropriate raises the problem of ensuring that ther'e is
sufficient revenue to cover total costs. This is of course necessary in
the long run if a private enterprise company is to remain viable
Fortunately in the case of including extra New Zealand port calls there is
the prospect of shipping extra New Zealand coastal cargoes resulting in
additional revenue being obtained and helping' to ensure that total
revenue is sufficient to cover total costs,

1
2

3
4

There is a net increase in stevedore costs since the savings at
Lyttelton would be minimal compar'ed with the extra costs at
Ounedin.
International Standar'ds Organisation, being the standard container
used in international trades.
The variation is due to the inclusion or otherwise of the return
movement of the empty ISO in the rate charged,
Being much less than for Dunedin calls since vessels otherwise
sail past the Nelson port entrance
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LONGER TERM SCHEDULING OPTIONS
The preceding comments on scheduling options relate to
prevailing, that is short term, conditions. In the longer term the
options widen as the conditions become less restrictive. I should add,
at this stage, that the comments I am about to make on longer term
scheduling options are basically mY own and maY not represent those of
the Union Company"
These views are likely to have wider interest as theY reflect
some of the tr'ends that could occur in trans Tasman shipping services in
the longer term by operators generallY, rather than the Union Company in
parti cul ar,
The discussion is based on ensuring that ships' time is most
profitablY used by minimising both idle time and poorer qualitY revenue
cargo"
The least radical Union Company change would be to reduce the
number of New Zealand ports of call, that is to centralise some cargoes,
so that two-weekly schedules are possible, From earlier comments it is
clear that shippers in smaller ports would, without direct calls, be
faced with greater transport costs and this may become r'eality as a
result of competitive pressures" These higher transport costs could be
due to the extra inland transport costs or the extra costs of a coastal
feeder service depending on the relative economics. However these
additional costs may not be so substantial as initially thought if the
anticipated relaxation of the 150 kilometre road transport restriction
occurs in 1984"
A more radical change would be for Union Company ships to instead
berth at common user terminals, The main advantages are:
- the possibility of obtaining lower stevedoring costs due to
better economies of scale,
avoidance of current scheduling con"Faints requiring vessels
to be worked on three-weekly cycles l },
whereas the main disadvantages are:
- that to obtain higher productivity at container terminals
requires specialist container ships thereby limiting the types
of cargo that can be carried,

------------------,--Ther'eby also taking advantage of the three shift per day
operations at New Zealand container terminals compared with
two shift per day operations at most Union Company New Zealand
terminals"
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- remaining coastal cargoes through Union Company

would experience higher unit operating costs,
- that Union Company would no longer have control over

operations and in particular ships would experience
queui ng de 1ays ,

Furthermore schedules may no longer be in weekly incremental
cycles but whether shippers consider this to be an adverse feature
balanced against possible freight rate savings is difficult to assess
An attempt to quantify a similar relationship between frequency of
'
and levels of freight rates was undertaken in the 1980 survey of trans
Tasman exporters r'esulting in shippers generally preferring a less
frequent service if associated with lower freight rates (see Bureau of
Transport Economics, Australia, Ministry of Transport, New Zealand (
pAl)
The longer term shipping situation could therefore reflect a
mixture of ship types and terminal operations since, for example,
products are likely to r'emain suited to a roll-on/roll-off type operation

whereas, at the other extreme, manufactured products moving between the
main centres could be best suited to a lift-on/lift-off type operation
using a common user terminal
OTHER COST FACTORS

Individual cost components of Union Company1s operations \'.,l€re

examined in Bureau of Transport Economics, Australia, Ministry of Tr"nsDol't
New Zealand (1980) and although some aspects have changed additional
comments are not warranted. 1tshould be mentioned however that the
Union Company is continually attempting to make co_st savings and success
has b~~n possible in areas such as:

-

equipment control, hire and repair,
manning arrangeJll'::!nts at terminals,
management costs,
transhipment costs,
fue 1 cos ts .

Furthermore the economics of re-engining the gas turbine vessels
is being re-assessed in the light of anticipated lower re-engining costs
(reflecting the more competitive approach of shipyards in the present
economic climate) .
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Utilisation of Union Company vessels can be viewed according
cargo being stowed in all avai lable cargo areas (nominal util isation)
according to the maximum amount of cargo that can be effectively
given differences in cargo equipment sizes (effective utilisation)"
approach has merit with the former indicating the maximum payload
evable under ideal conditions and the latter the maximum payload
can be realistically expected. Nevertheless the two sets of figures
significantly, as shown in Table 2, by an average 20% and warrant
comment"

In the case of purely cellular container vessels, capacity is
in terms of TEU's (twenty foot equivalent units) which are
e of occupying almost the entire cargo space available. Utilisation
the number of r'evenue earning TEU's even though some TEU's may
be completely full, That is, there is always likely to be some
uno,cc1upied cargo space regardless of the ship type and cargo equipment
used
Roll-on/roll-off vessels have the added advantage of being able
stow a wide range of cargo types including cargoes too large for
s and individual shipments suited to the smaller equipment types
on roll-on/roll-off vessels (rather than requiring expensive
idation with other cargoes to satisfactorily fill a TEU)
Consequently ship utilisation figures should be treated with
on and put into perspective regarding the purpose of the figures
the ship types involved

At the time of writing (late 1982) both the Australian National
(AN,L) and the Shipping Corporation of New Zealand (S.C N.Z,) have
cated they expect to enter the trans Tasman trade in early/mid-1983,
th the current downturn in trade the Union Company has been forced to
lay up four vessels and a further two vessels are likely to be laid up in
1983 leaving from four to six vessels to cater for trans Tasman cargoes

Short term forecasts suggest no immediate cargo upturn, even allowing
for possible growth under C,ER" so that the trade is clearly about to
become subs tanti ally ove r tonnaged
The cos t of i dl e s hip capaci ty
reflects the wasteful use of resources, particularly since the depressed
state of world trade allows little alternative use for these vessels
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TABLE 2
UTILISATION OF UNION COMPANY VESSELS

1978

1979

1980

Nominal uti lisati on

57%

69%

73%

Effective utilisation

74%

84%

89%

Nomi na1 uti lisation

38%

65%

57%

Effective utilisation

56%

84%

81%

Nominal utilisation

47%

67%

65%

Effective utilisation

66%

84%

86%

Year ended

J~ne

1981

1982

91%

88%

80%

78%

86%

83%

Wes tbound

Eastbound

Tot~l.

So"rce: ''frans Tasman Shipping" Union Steam Ship Company of New Zealand
- - - Limited,
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The scope of variations in pYlC1ng policies during the depressed
period although academically appealing is however limited. It could be
argued that prices should be reduced to cover onlY variable costs but
with the downturn in cargo it becomes a matter of ensuring that there
is adequate total revenue to at least cover total variable costs. That
is revenue declines not because prices are l~wered, which in most cases
would not stimulate additional cargo flows(li, but because cargo volumes
are reduced.. Furthermore freight rates already reflect, to some extent,
the ability of different shippers to contribute towards fixed costs so this
structure further limits the scope for price r'eductions"
It is worth noting that in 1974 both A"NL and SC"N.Z. expressed
lar intentions to enter the trans Tasman trade but at that time cargo
boomin9 and the Union Company was having difficulty providin9
cient capacity. However in early 1975 car90 volumes dramatically
ined resulting in the trade becoming overtonnaged and A"NL. and
C.N.Z. then reversed their intentions"

The Union Company is attempting to provide the most efficient
e shipping service at the least possible costs, at no expense
the taxpayer. A"N.L" and S.C.N.Z. are instead Government owned
ng lines having the ability to at least absorb losses over a longer
in order to maintain a competitive service
It is questionable
WhE,th,,, the intentions of these lines represents a wise investment of
tax.pa.:vey·s' money"
Additional competition could be provided by cross over vessels,
is vessels sailing between Australia and New Zealand as part of
der trading routes" The Australian and New Zealand Seamens Unions
ppo:t ?nlY those cross over vessels manned by their own members thereby
stnct,ng cross over involvement to A.. N.L" and S"c"N"Z" vessels.

As

ntioned in R. and A" Burnett (l981, P"g.9) most cross over vessels sail
om Australia to New Zealand so to open up competition in this way would
ovide more benefits to Australian exporters than New Zealand exporters
o would probably experience the higher costs of supporting a dedicated
?ns.Tasman service moving cargoes mostly from New Zealand to Australia.
1S 1S not to say that New Zealand importers (and therefore New Zealand
nsu,:"rs) woul d not benefit from lower frei ght rates, but the balance of
ef1 ts woul d deci dedly favour Aus tra 1ian producers. Furthermore the
'hres~lt may be a net increase in the total trans Tasman freight bill
lt Sh1ppers getting a less regular service

8

--------------------------By omitting fixed costs, prices could theoretically be reduced by
about 15% but the overall effect would be to reduce export
commodity prices by about 3% which would do little to stimulate
demand in the present depressed economic climate.
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This aspect is discussed in more detail in Findlay (1980)
concluding that completely open competition is warranted but this view
is based more on the conventional economic arguments associated with
regulation and deregulation than the specific features of the trans
Tasman trade"

There is currently a significant downturn in trans Tasman cargoes
and no improvement is expected before 1984. The recently signed CLR,
Agreement will help stimulate trade but only in the long term"

The Union Company is the principal cargo carrier on the trans
Tasman trade having met strong competition from Maritime Carriers Limited
between 1977 and 1982, At present the Union Company has four ships laid up
and a further two ships could be laid up in early 1983, Nevertheless
A.N.L and S.G..N.Z. have indicated theY will enter the trade in early/mid
1983 so substantial overtonnaging will result.
The most appropriate shipping services in future are likely to
reflect a mixture of lift-on/lift-off and roll-on/roll-off vessels
given the suitability of these vessels to different cargo types, In
addition it is generallY accepted that roll-on/roll-off vessels are
better suited to short haul trades and cellular container vessels to
long haul trades, such as between Australia/New Zealand and the
United Kingdom/Europe, and since the trans Tasman route falls between
these extremes it indicates again the complexity of the appropriate
ship type.
In line with longer term cargo growth, there should be benefits
arising from economies of scale in both ship and terminal operations

(see Burtt (1978) and Bureau of Transport Economics (lg82a»)., Economies
are however less likely to be experienced in ship operations since
larger ships require a trade-off with regularity and frequency of service
which is not so critical in the case of terminal operations"

The economi c ar guments in favour of deregul ati on caul d be
applied to trans Tasman shipping services to justify completely open
competition but a closer examination of the features of the trade and
available shipping services indicates that the likely benefits could be
more imaginary than real,
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